Abstract-A key parameter in metabolic and pathologic studies is the estimation of body tissue distribution. This is a laborious and operator-dependent process. In this work we introduce an unsupervised muscle and fat quantification algorithm based on water only, fat only and water-and-fat MRI images of the midthigh area. We first use parametric deformable models to segment the subcutaneous fat and then apply centroid clustering in the feature domain defined by the voxel intensities in water only and fat only images to detect the inter-muscular fat, muscle and bone. This tissue decomposition permits the computation of volumetric and area measures of fat and muscle. We tested the proposed method on 9 participants and validated these measures against values obtained from a semi-manual clinician-driven analysis of single-slice mid-thigh CT images of the same participants. Our approach was found to be statistically consistent with the semi-manual reference method, and was able to address interparticipant anatomic variability and intensity inhomogeneity effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
The distribution of adipose and muscle tissues is of central importance in human metabolic and pathologic studies [1] , [2] . Its significance is further heightened by the growing obesity rates in the U.S. and worldwide [3] . Even more importantly, recent reports have shown that changes in body composition (increment in fat mass and reduction of lean body mass) reflect the cumulative effect of aging and chronic diseases and mediate their impact on physical function and resiliency [4] .
In addition to permitting volumetric and area measurements, MRI techniques exhibit the ability to distinguish between different tissues. Therefore, MRI is widely used for such body composition studies. Recent MRI techniques that generate water and fat only images along with spectroscopic methods facilitate the computation of the muscle area and the fat composition [5] . Usually the goal is to compute volumetric measures of the muscle and fat, and to separate the adipose tissue into subcutaneous and inter-muscular compartments. The muscle delineation is typically carried out by semimanual boundary tracing techniques and is feasible albeit time consuming. Similarly, the extraction of subcutaneous fat can be achieved by tracing its internal surface. On the other hand, the inter-muscular fat quantification is particularly challenging due to the limitations of the image spatial resolution that result in diffuse boundaries between the muscle and inter-muscular fat compartments. In general, the manual labeling of muscle and fat regions is laborious and subject to inter-observer variability. Therefore the automated quantification of muscle and adipose tissues is an interesting and active research area. Earlier works proposed semi-automated approaches that made use of simple histogram analysis and thresholding operations that typically had to be adjusted to compensate for inter-subject variability [6] . Other notable works used fuzzy clustering followed by post-processing [7] , automated segmentation of muscle and fat from whole-body MRI [8] , semi-automated intensity scaling [9] , a registration-segmentation collaborative scheme [10] , and more advanced model-based segmentation and E-M histogram analysis applied to T 1 -weighted images [11] . Fig. 1 : Examples of cross-sections (top to bottom) from nonsuppressed, water-suppressed (fat only) and fat-suppressed (water only) MR volumetric datasets acquired from the same participant. These are used as input for the muscle/fat quantification algorithm. The intensity inhomogeneity (shading) artifacts that are characteristic of high field MRI can be successfully addressed by the proposed approach.
In this work we introduce an automated method for segmentation and quantification of muscle-fat distribution in crosssectional images of the middle thigh. The goal is to provide a time efficient, reproducible solution that will generate results of acceptable detection accuracy. We efficiently combine information from non-suppressed, water-and fat-suppressed T 1 -weighted 3D images of the same participant (an example is depicted in Fig. 1 ). First, we extract the subcutaneous fat by applying a parametric deformable model to the 2D slices of the non-suppressed volumetric dataset and produce a 3D intensity image that includes the muscle, inter-muscular fat and bone. Next, we apply unsupervised clustering on the feature space defined by the water-and fat-suppressed image intensities of the 3D datasets followed by basic connected component shape feature ranking to separate the muscle from the bone and inter-muscular fat and remove the bone. To the best of our knowledge, the cluster analysis of samples in the joint feature domain of fat-and water-suppressed image intensities has not been reported before in the literature.
In the validation stage, we compared the quantification results from our automated approach to a clinician-driven semi-manual commercial solution that was applied to 2D CT images of the thigh obtained on the same participants. Even though the semi-manual CT-based analysis produces quite reasonable quantification of muscle and fat and was chosen as our reference in the validation experiments, it cannot be considered as a gold standard in the strict sense, since a gold standard would require a completely manual quantification on the tested datasets. In this context, the goal of our experiments is to demonstrate a good level of agreement between the two methodologies that would permit the replacement of the laborious semimanual quantification of 2D CT data with the proposed automated method applied to 3D MR images. Our preliminary experiments suggested that the automated MRI-based fat and muscle quantification method produces encouraging results and meets the validation objectives.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Imaging Methods (Water-, fat-and non-suppressed images)
The MR images were acquired on an Achieva 3T scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using a Q-body coil. A rapid survey scan was obtained to identify axial slice locations, using the proximal and distal ends of the femur as landmarks. Next, three scans were acquired sequentially using a 3D multi-slice FFE pulse sequence (TR/TE = 25/3.8 msec, FA = 30
• , FOV = 440 × 300 × 400mm, NEX = 1). The first scan was acquired without spectral suppression while the second and third scans were acquired with water suppression or fat suppression, respectively. This yields well-registered images of fat and water, fat only and water only. The entire thigh was imaged with 80 5-mm-thick slices. Images for both left and right thighs were acquired. All studies were approved by the NIA Institutional Review Board and all participants signed a written consent to participate. 
B. Fat and Muscle Quantification
Our algorithm can be divided into two main stages. First, we use a parametric deformable model to extract the subcutaneous adipose tissue from a non-suppressed T 1 weighted 3D image. We then detect the muscle and inter-muscular fat using unsupervised clustering. This process produces three masks corresponding to subcutaneous fat, inter-muscular fat and muscle.
1) Parametric Deformable Models: At this stage our goal is to delineate the internal subcutaneous fat surface from the rest of the image. Limitations of spatial resolution resulting in partial voluming, and inhomogeneities of the radio frequency (B 1 ) field unique to the MRI technique, complicate this process. As a result, the use of simple morphological operations, or algorithms based on predicates of region uniformity such as region growing, does not produce efficient results. On the other hand, segmentation techniques that use parametric or geometric surface models have produced encouraging results in the context of medical imaging for delineation of body structures [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Desirable features of these techniques include their ability to process images possessing low contrast, high noise level and inhomogeneity of the B 1 field. Here we use a simple version of the parametric deformable model [16] in multiple spatial scales. We generate a Gaussian pyramid that provides a multi-scale representation of the image content and we delineate the subcutaneous fat using a bottom-up strategy. Going from coarser to finer scales, the snake converges to a specific delineation that is used to initialize the parametric contour in the next scale, therefore achieving faster convergence.
Deformable models are dynamic models whose 2D and 3D shape evolves under the influence of internal and external forces. This evolution may be formulated as the minimization of an energy function that is divided into i) internal energy E int that maintains the regularity and continuity of the contour/surface ii) an image-based term E im that attracts the model to specific features of the image and iii) external energy E ext that incorporates a priori knowledge and user interaction. Deformable models are classified into geometric and parametric types.
In this work we use an active contour model in which the deformable contour is defined by a set of points with initial position u(s). The energy function E to be minimized is given by (1) .
The internal energy terms defined in (2) are related to the contour's geometry and penalize stretching and bending while the image-based term pulls the snake towards edge points and the external term may be a probability map and/or a constant (inflating or deflating) balloon force. The energy-minimizing contour can be found by a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation. This is accomplished by treating u as a function of time t and position s, i.e., u ≡ u(s, t) and solving (3) numerically.
We apply the deformable model to the 2D slices of the non-suppressed 3D image since it is less affected by intensity inhomogeneities than the water-and fat-suppressed sequences. After selecting one leg by morphological operations and connected component analysis, we automatically define the initial contour by estimation of the external skin surface using thresholding. Then, we use a traditional gradient magnitudebased image force in conjunction with a deflating external force in order to attract the snake to the internal surface of the subcutaneous adipose tissue. The active contour evolves and finally converges to the boundary between the subcutaneous fat and muscle as can be seen in Fig. 2 . The parameters α, β, κ and λ of the active contour model in (3) need to be experimentally tuned to address requirements posed by the user (such as delineation accuracy) or the application domain (imaging modality, tissue contrast and signal noise level).
2) Detection of Muscle and Inter-muscular Fat: After the extraction of the subcutaneous fat, we proceed with the segmentation of the inter-muscular fat and muscle. Here we make use of the additional information provided by the water-and fat-suppressed volumetric datasets and we try to divide the 3D image into two groups of voxels using multi-parametric cluster analysis in the feature space [17] . The first group corresponds to muscle and the second to the fat and bone voxels. Here we use the well known K-means algorithm [18] .
K-Means belongs to the family of centroid clustering algorithms that seek to partition the data samples into K disjoint groups based on their pairwise distances in the feature space. The objective is to minimize the distances within the clusters and maximize them between the different clusters. Each Fig. 3 : Scatterplots of water-and fat-suppressed voxel intensity samples from the muscle, inter-muscular fat and bone regions before (left) and after (right) cluster analysis. The labels 'group 1', and 'group 2' correspond to clusters of {muscle} and {inter-muscular fat, bone} samples respectively.
cluster is represented by its centroid. The K-means algorithm iteratively minimizes a score that is defined by the total intersample distances until convergence. It is an unsupervised learning method, i.e., given a user-defined number of clusters, it groups the unlabeled data without a requirement for a training stage. Here we apply clustering to the feature space defined by the intensities of the fat-and water-suppressed volumetric datasets, which are less affected by partial voluming therefore more amenable to clustering than the non-suppressed 3D image. We hypothesize that the voxel intensity samples of fat-and water-suppressed images form two clusters in the joint feature space that correspond to {inter-muscular fat, bone} and {muscle}. A scatterplot of the fat and water intensity samples before and after labeling is displayed in Fig. 3 .
After the data samples are labeled, they are mapped back to the spatial 3D image domain. The next step is to compute the connected components and calculate a likelihood function that uses the area and roundness features. The connected component that produces the larger likelihood is labeled as bone. The bone voxels are then removed from the group of {inter-muscular fat, bone} to produce a mask of the intermuscular fat voxels. Orthogonal views of the segmented intermuscular fat and muscle are shown in Fig. 4 .
III. EXPERIMENTS
After acquisition, the datasets in DICOM format were transferred to an image analysis workstation. We then excluded datasets with poor SNR and non-ideal slice placement. The screened population consisted of 9 participants (5 females, age 74.0±8.0 years, 4 males, age 72.8±8.2 years). The 3D images coming from these participants were subsequently analyzed using the proposed algorithm. The method produces 3D image masks corresponding to the subcutaneous fat, muscle, bone and inter-muscular fat with the same geometry as the input volumetric data (as seen in Fig. 5 ). Further, our algorithm computes total volumes of subcutaneous fat, muscle, and intermuscular fat as well as the histograms of signal intensity for these three regions over the non-suppressed, water-and fat- suppressed images. The proposed method is fairly insensitive to inter-participant variability caused by individual anatomy and image quality variation. Limited parameter re-tuning was required to address differences in the thickness of the subcutaneous fat compartment between the male and female participants.
We validated this method against muscle and fat tissue composition measures from single slice CT datasets of the same participants. The CT datasets were previously analyzed by a clinical specialist who used a semi-manual approach provided by the Geanie software (Bonalyse Oy, Jyvaskyla, Finland). Specifically, 10 mm axial slices were obtained at the mid-thigh using a Siemens Somatom Sensation 10 CT scanner (Siemens, Malvern, PA). Images were reviewed to verify correct positioning, symmetry, presence of artifacts and quality using Image J (NIH, Bethesda, MD). The Geanie software was used to analyze each CT thigh image for muscle characteristics, i.e., the cross sectional area of the muscle (mm 2 ), density of the muscle (mg/cm 3 ), and cross sectional area of fat (mm 2 ). The left thigh image was analyzed for each participant. On each image the clinician manually outlined the region of interest that the program was to analyze. The exterior surface of the thigh was traced and then a contour was defined as close to the femur as possible without losing the soft tissue, so that the femur was excluded from the analysis. The computed features were the muscle and total fat areas. In order to obtain a common basis for our inter-modal comparisons we applied our automated method to the midthigh slices of our MRI datasets that cover approximately the same region as the CT slice of each subject that was used in the semi-manual analysis. The computed volumes from MRI were then averaged and divided by the voxel height (i.e., the slice thickness in the MRI stack) to obtain the corresponding areas. These quantities were then compared with the areas computed from CT.
The degree of consistency between the semi-manual and automated approaches was estimated by simple statistical methods. First, we computed the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ between the areas of muscle and fat from each technique to measure the degree of linear correlation between the two measurements. Furthermore, we computed the subject-wise relative differences between the area measures and estimated their mean. The next step was to compute p-values from the χ-squared test to show if there was systematic correlation between the two methods. Also, we used the Coefficient of Variation (CV ) to estimate the dispersion of the absolute area differences between the automated and the semi-manual methods. These results are reported in Fig. 6 and Table I . Fig. 6 displays scatterplots of the muscle and fat areas computed by our approach versus the reference method. After application of linear fitting, the slope and intercept coefficients are [1.02, 246.4] and [0.97, 817.0] for the fat and muscle regions respectively. The slope coefficients were close to 1, while the intercepts indicated slight over-estimation of the muscle. Furthermore, the average relative differences between the MRI-based and CT-based techniques for muscle and fat were 6.07% and 5.23% respectively. The Pearson correlation coefficients were greater than 0.97 and the CV s of the absolute differences were very low, so both ρ and CV indicated very good correlation. The χ-squared tests yielded P < 0.0001 suggesting a deterministic relation between the muscle and fat areas computed by the proposed approach and the corresponding measures obtained by semi-manual processing of the CT images.
IV. DISCUSSION
Correlation analysis indicated that the proposed method produces results consistent with the semi-manual procedure applied to the CT data. Furthermore, we consider the results of our methodology particularly encouraging for the following reasons: i) The proposed method is automated, therefore reproducible and time efficient, while the semi-manual approach requires a trained user to draw one contour that circumscribes the skin surface and another contour around the bone. ii) It is considerably insensitive to anatomical and image quality differences between the participants. iii) It can be readily applied to volumetric datasets, and may produce statistically robust estimates of the body composition. On the other hand, the semi-manual CT-based method operates on a single slice, therefore is dependent on the slice location and anatomical position [19] . iv) The MRI technology produces better soft tissue contrast and is intrinsically safer than CT since it does not involve ionizing radiation and therefore can be used for repeated studies. v) The proposed technique divides the fat tissue into subcutaneous and inter-muscular compartments that can not be separated by the semi-manual CT-based methodology of the software that was available to us.
When the manual approach is considered, it may produce more accurate results than the automated one but the delineation of the muscle and fat is time consuming and laborious, especially for the inter-muscular fat. Also, manual delineation is subject to the variability caused by the human operator.
Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement for the proposed approach. The detection of inter-muscular fat is challenging. The first difficulty is caused by the partial volume effect that manifests itself as diffuse boundaries between intermuscular fat and the muscle compartments. Second, the signal intensities in fat-and water-saturated images are correlated, complicating the clustering analysis step. Consequently, alternative non-parametric clustering algorithms or supervised learning may work better for these datasets. Another limitation comes from the MR intensity inhomogeneities that are particularly evident in images from modern high field MRI scanners. Although the parametric deformable model is fairly insensitive to such low spatial frequency variations, we believe that the application of intensity inhomogeneity correction will facilitate the fat/muscle cluster analysis [20] . In addition to this, the MR image intensity cannot be readily used to estimate the muscle tissue density. In contrast, CT image intensity provides a direct assessment of the water/fat ratio in a voxel that is a proxy for muscle quality because it reflects the microscopic fat infiltration [21] . Finally, a more rigorous validation would require the use of a gold standard produced by manual quantification of volumetric MRI datasets and computation of overlap measures. We plan to investigate the above considerations in greater depth in our lab. Fig. 6 : Scatterplots of the computed fat (top) and muscle (bottom) areas using the automated MRI-based method versus the fat and muscle areas computed from the semi-manual CTbased approach.
In conclusion, we present an automated method for quantification of fat and muscle in the thigh. The method includes an active contour model for segmentation of the subcutaneous fat followed by cluster analysis for detection of inter-muscular fat and muscle. We validated our quantification results against area measures that were computed from 2D CT imaging data on the same participants using a semi-manual approach operated by a clinical specialist. Our preliminary statistical analysis suggests that the muscle and fat quantification results produced by the proposed MRI-based method are in good agreement with those produced by the semi-manual CT method, especially considering the differences in physical properties, image contrast, geometry and field of view between these two imaging techniques.
